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INTRODUCTION various types of innovative technologies as the

Systemology as a methodology of modern new innovation strategy is not enough. Must pay
interdisciplinary analysis is particular direction general attention to the issues clarify and supplement the
scientific methodology of scientific knowledge and social methodology of innovation with a focus on its
practice, accentuated on the elaboration and adoption of systematology basis.
optimal engineering solutions (in the broad sense) in Analysis  of  the  different  areas of application
relation to the structure and behavior of objects as system studies, methodological and conceptual
complete units. The main initial postulate systemology is provisions   of   the   practical    experience   of   their  use
the implementation of the function in the absence of the [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]  suggests  that  their  specificity  consists
subject. in orientation to the study of complex large-scale

Innovative activity is system activity man for creation (including  global  social-economic)  problems  in a
and implementation in the public practice of innovation, coherent  orientation   for   researchers    not    only   on
a priori assuming the transformation of scientific values, the knowledge being studied problems and related
ideas, discoveries and inventions in products, services, objects, but also to the creation of tools for managing
production and management technologies of varying these   objects,   solution   of   existing   problems.  The
degrees of novelty. Systematic means the inclusion of all first  reflects  the  basic  research  function  methodology,
the functional areas that occur during the creation of the  second  one-transformative and prediction. Their
innovations, regardless of their intended purpose and unity causes the interdisciplinary nature of the system
application areas. Innovative activity embodies the unity research.
of technological, organizational, managerial and social In the modern system research traditionally identified
innovations, forming the base of the innovative model of three interrelated areas: system approach, system analysis
the evolution of the economy. and general systems theory.

On this basis, the theoretical basis of innovation
activity is innovation-research activities in which The Main Part: In the literature there are several
problems of development and development of the definitions of the term methodology . For example:
theoretical theses, methodological principles, methods of methodology literally (logos-science, knowledge and
forecasting and innovation, planning and organization of methods-way, direction of knowledge) is the study of the
innovative activities are the most significant. In this methods of knowledge  [7]; ...methodology-study of the
setting, the basis of innovation is systemology. structure, logic corporation, methods and means of

It should be noted that scientific studies that have activity  [8]; or ... set of methods of research used in any
examined the market mechanisms of distribution of science  [9] etc.

modernization of existing incentives or development of
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These definitions give the traditional view of the systems, including models dynamics of systems,
methodology as a system that implements functions:
production, creation of new knowledge; structuring of
this knowledge in the form of new notions, categories,
laws, hypotheses, theoretical ideas, theories; organization
of the use of new knowledge in the public practical
activities.

The systematic study ...is a whole set of scientific,
technical, technological, economic problems, their
specifics and diversity are similar understanding and
consideration of the investigated objects as systems, i.e.
the interconnected elements acting as a single whole
[10]. The purpose of a systematic study-getting a new
measure for the object from the point of view of the whole,
identification of the object's integrity.

Systematic approach-a common method for studying
the object as a whole, i.e. as a set of elements, which
interact. This is ... a sensitization expression of
procedures for submission of objects as systems and
ways of their description, explanation, prediction, etc.
[10].

According to majority of the authors, main task of the
system approach is the expression of the principles,
concepts and techniques of system research at the level
of general scientific methodology. This is one of the
scientific methodological directions. It is not focused on
any special science, regardless of its place in the system
of scientific knowledge and science in the whole,
integration of the achievements of humanitarian, natural
and technical sciences, as well as practical experience.
Multifaceted orientation requires special scientific,
organizational, technological, technical training and other
terms and conditions together with targeted measures on
securing resources for system activity. 

However, a systematic approach, not claiming to be
philosophical commonality conclusions, acts as one of
the links between the general philosophical methodology
and methodologies of the special sciences. In other
words, a systematic approach is a form of methodological
knowledge directly related to research, design and
construction of objects as systems. And by nature, it is
multidisciplinary, general scientific.

The main tasks of the system approach following
[11]:

study of the methodological foundations of systemic
theories;
development of conceptual (in content and form) of
the principles and means of filing of the studied
objects as systems;
construction of generalized models of systems and
models of different classes and properties of

their purposeful behavior, development, management
processes, etc.

These tasks carry the obvious methodological base,
limited principally to the framework of specifically-
scientific knowledge and subject of research.

In general system analysis acts as a complex of
special procedures, techniques and methods to provide
the implementation of the system approach. System
analysis is characterized by a specific scientific apparatus,
as an orderly, logical approach to the study of problems
and the use of relevant methods of their solution, which
could be developed, in other sciences  [10].

More specifically, the system analysis deals with the
development of theoretical and methodological research
tools, designing of systems and control systems,
including human, purposeful factor. Therefore, system
analysis represents a certain type of scientific and
technical activity, focused on research and design of
complex and complicated objects of different functional
purposes. It is characterized as the methodology of
solving the major problems based on the concept of the
system as a holistic education, created in the framework
of the system approach. 

It follows that one of the important directions of
system analysis is to understand the need and the
definition of a line  of his close relationship with the
systematic approach. In other words, it creates
possibilities for enrichment of applied system analysis,
modern philosophical and methodological ideas that can
be used in system studies already not intuitive notions
and rich in content subject view about the object, as
split  and collected  again on the principles of the

system approach integrity.
The content of the notion system analysis  is

covered by the content of the notion system approach .
System analysis elaborates and develops the theoretical
and methodological principles of the system approach in
relation to the analysis and synthesis of complex systems
research and forecasting of their behavior, management
the functioning of such systems.

Thus, system analysis should be considered as the
methodology of scientific knowledge and social practice,
which is based on the consideration of the objects-
complex systems-as integral formations, that is, system
analysis is a scientific direction of system research,
dealing with problems of analysis, research and synthesis
of complex systems of various functional purpose and
rational corporation processes of their effective
functioning.
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In   respect   of   general   systems   theory   it  should In systemology, in terms of disclosure used in it the
be  noted  that  it  is  a  science  about  the  systems of main methods of system approach identified a number of
any type. She, along with special theories systems are fundamental principles, which to some extent is
currently  activated  in  such  a  science  as  systemology characterized by some general methodological properties
[1, 7]. of system studies [1, 5, 8].

Systemology  is  a  systemic  theory,  study of
general,  specific  laws  and  principles  of  composition The principle of hierarchical Corporation (the
and  decomposition  of  complex  systems.  Since  the principle of integrative levels). It consists of adopting
general  and  special  theory  of  systems  represent a the postulates of the properties and interactions of
specific  form  of  systemic  approach,  the  methodology complex systems directly assigned to the lower level
of  systemology  is  the  manifestation  of  a  specific and out of them in the form of theorems properties of
system-wide laws of the system approach. Hence, a systems of the level. Each time the ascent  the next
systematic   approach   is   a   method   of  systemology hierarchical level of the system prior becomes an
and  system  theory  is  the  result  of  applying  this element of the system of higher level. The principle
method. At the same time systemology acts as a allows for the simplification of the formal structure of
theoretical framework and methodology of the modern the latter.
system analysis. The principle of feasibility (the principle of the

Systemologyas  a  methodology  and  as  a vehicle for formation of laws) postulates the existence or
the study of complex systems has received a conceptual creation of models, of which in the form of theorems
substantiation, development and application, first of all, are deduced laws of complex systems is feasible
in complex technical systems, economics and industrial models. Laws related to existing complex systems or
technology. It is connected with the prospect of the created artificial systems. They can explain the
underlying systemology ideas of analysis and synthesis structure and behaviour of the first and to induce the
of weakly structured problems and development ways of construction of the second. It should be emphasized
their solution. These problems exist in almost any field of that in systemology only considers models for which
activity. Therefore, modern systemology expanding the feasible algorithm for finding a solution, i.e. a
scope  of its  application   and   finds   the   increasing solution can be found with a given probability over
application in physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, a given time.
pedagogy, psychology, manufacturing, military, The principle of multiplicity of states that to explain
engineering, planning, actions, etc. and predict the structure and (or) the behavior of a

Thus, theoretically the results and methods of complex system within the margin of error of
systemology can be applied in various fields of observation it is possible to build several models.
knowledge. In particular, in [7]: Theory should consist of the simplest models of

decision heterogeneous large-scale and complex should at least to some extent reflect each of the
problems; increasing levels of complexity of the behavior of the
substantiation of conceptual basis for similar systems. The deeper analyses the real system-the
formulation and solution of problems related to less determined our judgments about her behavior,
different areas of knowledge and activities; the more simple the model is, the less exact solution
concretization of the general methodology of of the problem.
research of problems, formulation of which is
characterized by a large source of uncertainty; Above the fundamental principles of systemology,
development and formalization of general categories, characterizing general metodological properties of system
such as interaction, purposefulness, complexity, research and such supplementary and more detailed
development; guidelines for integration, unity and coherence, focus,
clarification of the device to quantify factors; functionality, uncertainty, decentralization and other
development of techniques of dealing with (Table 1), determine the essence of systemology as the
uncertainty large-scale tasks and goal-oriented methodology of system analysis and theory of complex
behavior in uncertain situations and etc. systems.

systems of increasing complexity. Each of them
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Table 1: Supplementary and clarifying the principles of systemology

Principle Contents

Integration Studying integrative properties and regularities of systems and complexes, disclosure of the basic mechanisms of integration
Unity and connectivity A joint study of complex systems as a single whole and as a set of subsystems; consideration of any subsystem of a complex system,

together with its links with other subsystems and the environment
Focus The study of the functional trends, aimed at achieving a complex system of some ultimate goal, a certain state, or on amplification

(saving) of a certain process
Modeling The study when designing complex systems of a certain properties (group properties) by one or more narrowly oriented system models
Functionality Joint research of structure and functions of a complex system
Uncertainty Dealing with uncertainties and contingencies in complex systems
Decentralization The combination of the accepted administrative decisions of centralization and decentralization
Hierarchy Three-level study of complex systems: a study of the system; to study the system as a subsystem; study of the system in the ratio

of the components of its subsystems
Formalization The study of complex systems to achieve the quantitative characteristics, development of methods for restricting the ambiguity of

concepts, definitions, assessments, etc.
Physical reality level The study inherent in the complicated system of physical laws determining causal relationships existence and functioning of the

system
The ultimate goal To identify ways of achieving the ultimate (global) objectives of the system

All the said above is the basis on which today is Science creates extremely abstract world of universal
actively developing systemology. But the creativity and symbolic structures. They create ideal objects regardless
the correct use of these principles is key to the success of of their connection with the empirical experience. Method
systemology and system research in the solving of the of natural sciences-strict deduction. Their main principle-
social problems in the field of synthesis and creation of consistency of the theory.
complex technical-organizational systems industry, Along with humanitarian, technical and natural
economy, ecology and social sphere, as well as the sciences, systemology should become another
rational corporation and control of the operation and the fundamental  forming  of  scientific  knowledge.  It  carries
operation of these systems. the general meanings inherent in all sciences.

Next, you must specify the foregoing innovation, Systemology  creates  a  special  world  of  systems, in
given the interdisciplinary nature of the problem. which each system serves as extremely general universal

The problem is directly related to the problems of the form constructively attained the image has reason in the
integration of humanitarian, natural and technical empirical experience, transmitting meanings of objects and
sciences, as well as system research. In particular, phenomena in the real world, embodied in the abstract
innovative activity in any branch of scientific knowledge interpreted forms. 
finds a variety of interpretation in each of these three The relationship of the triad sciences with
groups of sciences. The development of innovative systemology is manifested by extremely complicated
activity as a subject area of economic science from this complexes  of  phenomena  and  processes  occurring  in
point of view appears as one of the manifestations of the the modern science. Communication problems of
increasing trend of interaction of sciences on the basis of integration  of  science  and  system  researches of
systemology. problems  of  innovative  activities  may  be  subject  only

Any humanitarian category science and is a priori in to the extent that the projected understanding of one and
its grounds, in essence, it is the incarnate method the other.
becoming paradigm knowledge, based on a universal To clarify the relationships between humanitarian,
ontology. natural and technical sciences is expedient to address to

Technical sciences learn the general principles and the methodological analytical scheme, according to which
regularities of the structure of the world in particular the ...these groups sciences differ not so much by the
study of nature. The aim of the research is the penetration studied objects, as according to the type of their affair to
depth of the structure of matter and the nature of the these objects. Peculiar to each group type affair, or type
interactions, the knowledge of the essence of the the objectivity, may... be characterized in two ways: from
phenomena and processes, through the discovery of the a methodological and socio-institutional point of view
fundamental laws of the objective world. [12].
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Methodological differentiation is fixed with the help come around to the same result as when considering
of the concept of the limiting problems, reflecting the relations public-scientific and technical-scientific units,
specifics of the Humanities, on the one hand and natural. namely: type of objectivity, appropriate technical

The marginal problem in the Humanities may be sciences, characterized by focus of the knowledge of the
formulated differently: That means a society or people, or materialized schemes and structure of subject-
activity? . But these things are mutually reinforcing. Each transforming activity. Objectivity may be arbitrarily large
of them, one way or another, involves the rest and, being [13].
accepted in a particular concept as  the  source,  it   serves Thus, existing between humanitarian, natural and
as a basis to identify and explain the rest. They relate to technical sciences differences socio-institutional order are
reality, which can go beyond the world of nature, subject caused the peculiarities of the social functioning of
to the natural laws. For example, the reality of economic knowledge relating to each of the groups sciences.
relations. In other words, the marginal problem constitutes Peculiarities of functioning find expression in features...
knowledge, which in any case more or less conscious, plants, which are characteristic of scientific activity in
more or less specific forms, bears the fatal print each of the three groups sciences... because they are
humanitarian knowledge  [13]. Last emphasizes the socially institutionalized..., may exert their effect
qualitative peculiarity of the objects of reality. But irrespective of measures and their understanding in each
naturalistic interpretation of knowledge ignores the case,  [6].
constructive nature of the object. Therefore, largely From the above follows the interrelatedness of
qualitative peculiarity reflects the characteristic of each methodological and socio-institutional settings. However,
object type objectivity. the choice in favor of one of them in innovative activity

Methodological specifics of the natural sciences can allows you to capture the different aspects of the
be fixed with a two limiting problems: What is nature? analyzed knowledge. And, speaking about the
and What is life? . The first of these specifies the area of methodological attitudes, knowledge is considered as
physical and chemical science, the second-the biological knowledge , while the socio-institutional setup
sciences [6]. characterize the knowledge as knowledge . In this case

Again, if you refuse to naturalistic interpretation of we are not talking about that in the first case, we are in the
the knowledge of reality, both of these limiting problems field of the common methodology and the second in the
are to a large extent on the attitude of the dichotomy of sphere of specific science. Socio-institutional setting are
live-the lifeless . methodologically relevant. They allow you to specify idea

Type of subjectivity inherent technical sciences, is of the type of objectivity each group sciences.
constructed in the space, the vectors of humanitarian, Considering the methodological setting, we actually
natural and technical sciences. Assuming that each of the comparing the three groups of sciences, using own
vectors if they projected on the other two will give a non- internal scale for comparing. Socio-institutional settings
zero projection. This assumption reflects the rapport all allow you to compare each group sciences by reduction
three groups sciences, manifested on the level of their to the common foreign least, that it is an activity. The
specific methodological tools. Humanities are relevant to the goals and values of

The literature has emphasized, that the projection of different social groups, they are rational-critical
the vector of the humanities vector of technical sciences interpretation, the rationale for these goals and values,
is the result of productive ...subject-transforming activity that is, interpret the reality. Scientific knowledge can be
of man, the social meaning acknowledged deemed to be related to the conditions of the activity as important
fixed and therefore does not require discussion.... Moving operational and potential (in the latter case, the natural
from a sense of activity to the rationalization of sciences are considered as a generator of programmes
technological schemes, we move from a methodological activities). Finally, knowledge, received in technical
installation social sciences to the methodological sciences, can be attributed to the means of activity. It is
installation of technical sciences. In the last... act as important to bear in mind agile border between the
knowledge of the schemes subject-transforming activity conditions and means of the activity. In the course of
[6]. historical development of activity of the society, many

When methodological analysis of the projection of conditions, as the person gains the ability to control them,
the vector of natural sciences at the technical vector ...we pass in the category of funds.
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The ratio of the socio-institutional and need to combine in a complex of three different socio-
methodological units there is some ambivalence. On the institutional units simultaneous perception of the study,
one hand, the social and institutional setting of the three rationalized and programmed activities, allowing you to
groups of sciences in a sense, are derived from the see her space with all its inherent complexity and
methodological. The latter define the various types of inconsistency. So we are talking about cooperation, but
knowledge that correlate with each other according to the not on the relationship.
standards set by the development of the society. That is, Considering the systemic study as one of the
the difference of methodological tools of the three groups methodological bases of innovative activity, the following
of sciences is a source of permanent and no reduction should be noted. 
diversity that exists within the scientific knowledge. Each In systemology all system research is usually divided
of these units generates specific cognitive interest, directs into two classes: research, which is dominated by
the flow of knowledge in the corresponding group of theoretical orientation and the research wearing a brightly
sciences, causing its inherent autonomy. However, mutual expressed applied character.
correlation of methodological tools, which creates The first class of system research is used when the
problems of self-determination of each group sciences in need for comprehensive coverage and synthesis
the context of all the others, is the basis for the type of heterogeneous knowledge about a complex object in a
relations between them arising from their relationship. It single theoretical perspective. A systemic approach...
is about the transfer from one group sciences in other more specifically-is situational, he serves as a
cognitive models, conceptual schemes and so on, then methodological interpretation of the practice of system
there are representations of so general and abstract, that research...carried out in different areas of knowledge  [13].
their customization can be done through research This is the relationship of humanitarian, natural and
conducted in the framework of different methodological technical sciences and the systemic study of the
tools. And consequently, humanitarian, natural and theoretical plan is one of the forms of such relations.
technical sciences cannot be fully characterized only by But methodological setting different groups sciences
their socio-institutional settings. not orthogonal. Therefore, the systemic study is able to

On the other hand, the social and institutional setting act as such only when the underlying common views will
in a sense override methodological, as they provide in the be sufficiently abstract. That is, the dominance of the
social space possibility of implementation of units of any one of the groups sciences entails the
methodological tools. Socio-institutional setup of the reduction of a specific other. And system of study here
various groups sciences relate to each other through an are a form of relationship only because of the high
external basis, which is the activity of the company. This abstraction of the underlying common vision.
opens up the opportunity for a different kind of For the second class of characteristic research and
relationship between them-interaction of humanitarian, development carried out on the basis of methodology of
natural and technical sciences. Problem of interaction of the system analysis. They are always focused on the
sciences arises when the outputs are science outside , in solution of specific, well-defined practical problems.
the sphere of practical activity. But entirely attributed to Direct object that the system analysis, is the business of
the socio-institutional setting to the outer side of science, solving this problem. This activity should be organized
since they are directly involved both in the formation and and coordinated. In other words, system analysis acts as
structuring of scientific activity and assuring its a programming activities and activities taken in concrete
dynamics. forms. The targeted nature of this activity, its focus on the

Thus, the interaction of science in the innovation achievement of certain final result gives it the features of
activity is demonstrated in building integrated complexes integrity. Thus, there are all necessary conditions for
knowledge. And integrity of this orientation is provided realization of interaction of science and system analysis
each of them on the same form or scope of transforming acts as a methodology that provides this interaction.
activity, at the same practical situation.  The  specific However, the systems analysis represents only the
content of each of knowledge is defined by the  context methodological and organizational form of interaction,
of the situation. With the change of the situation is content of which in the specific case is determined by the
changing and knowledge. A principal issue here is the real content of the problem to be solved with its help.
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Methodological problems of conceptual designing The  formation  of  interdisciplinary  research  occurs
different system views and applicability of each of them in several stages. In the first stage is formed
to study the possible forms of the relationship of interdisciplinary problem area, which is a combination, on
humanitarian, natural and technical sciences are drawn the one hand, the group of the practical needs formulated
incomplete, if not touch upon the problems of in the form of tasks and with other multilateral set of
interdisciplinary system research. disciplinary images phenomena, whose connection with

To now, we have talked about the integration of the tasks of the first group assumed. A different structure
Sciences,  which is the activities under the special social of these two entities requires as a preliminary step,
institution,  characterized  by  certain forms of providing the opportunity for research activities, creation
collaboration   of   the   participants   having   this   as a of a translational link between them, that is, the initial
real history and the forms of its registration and also allocation and limitations of the research object, its
associated with other types of socially necessary structural components, together with the objects of
activities  and   institutions, in   which   they   committed. exploring this object disciplines.
At the same time to solve it is important to define a Gradually shifting the center of gravity in the area of
specific area of knowledge or a combination thereof, interdisciplinary research development of the object. Is
indicate historical area of knowledge, characterized in gradual rearrangement of empirical evidence, their
each period of its existence, the unity of the fixed subject consolidation around the various scientific concepts,
of research, method and language. For this is used the change of terminology. For example, in the
term discipline . interdisciplinary study of environmental problems of

In fact research activities discipline is represented as sociology and economics with a focus last instead of the
a set of beliefs and methodological tools available to terms respect for nature , rational use of natural
researchers relevant specialty and also in the form of resources  and other problems ecological balance  and
certain scientific institutions. Thus, the research reproduction of resources . Of course, this is not that the
underway in the framework of the inherent discipline set same phenomena receive new using scientific sounding
of views and tools for describing objects will be denoted name and that the use of the second group of terms
as monodiscipline regardless of what area reality it relates. means an attempt to correlate the thing with the

From a slightly different group of factors is corresponding scientific tradition, because with each of
connected identifying areas of reality are deployed in the the terms associated a certain circle research problems in
study of various types. As a rule, their characteristics, the device specific disciplines.
consider not only the properties of the investigated The prerequisites of transition from an
objects and the  level  of  development  of  individual interdisciplinary problem area for interdisciplinary
disciplines, but also a number of conditions socio- research are:
historical nature that caused the need for a
comprehensive survey of these objects. Very often creation of an empirical working concept of a single
researchers for the characteristics of the region used the item interdisciplinary field with the reflection of the
term interdisciplinary research . actual the relationship between research subjects

The term  interdisciplinary study  with regard to the from different disciplines;
study of methodological problems of innovative activity approach to the analysis of empirical material
characterizes only research activities, which require direct received various disciplinary research aimed at
uniting representatives of different disciplines in the interdisciplinary interpretation and study of this
course of a separate system the research. These material.
researches are directed on studying of problems of
interdisciplinary field and are often combined in major The working concept can become a theory of the new
innovative projects. We are talking about a specific type research area (or be replaced by such a theory) on the
of problem-oriented research, located between the pure basis of researches and results. But it is necessary to
theoretical research, knowledge and scope of informed solve a number of problems, for example, associated with
action, on the applicability, effectiveness, practical results the establishment of research teams, the implementation
of applied system research. of an interdisciplinary collaboration of experts.
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Ways to combine the efforts of the experts are of a Interdisciplinary   research   sooner   or  later
different nature. It should be noted, however, that unlike degenerate  or  receive  an  impetus  for  further
professional participation of a specialist in the development.
examination or in the discussion of interdisciplinary field, That in each separate case we are talking about in a
when a professional can assess its separate aspects, in time-limited system research, convinces herself target
general, not going beyond the own specialty, the shape of his corporation. At the initial moment of an
maximum success of interdisciplinary research is achieved objective is formulated optimal here, explore the
when combining the efforts of specialists in the course of possibilities of a solution of some problems. If the
the research. [14]. Empirically stands out, at least three problem is really urgent, from a scientific point of view,
levels of such unification of efforts with the the wording in the course of the research it can be solved.
corresponding degree of interdisciplinary coordination on And the results of the study will give an opportunity to
each of them. reduce the physical handling of the object to the use of a

Specialists in various fields are parallel study of the switch to other problems of mono-or interdisciplinary
various aspects of the problem, discussing and nature.
putting it together received in the course of such a Other through the completion of interdisciplinary
study of the problem results in a research report. It is research is its transformation into a new scientific
assumed that in the course of these discussions and discipline. This occurs if the problems revealed during
combining data (with their corresponding research interdisciplinary field, finds a permanent
agreement ) is achieved progress in interdisciplinary character, is recognized methodologically. Creates a

development of a complex problem. scientific theory objects of a particular class and the
Specialists in various fields are trying to preserve the methodology of their study. A similar process is
unity and integrity of the problems, work happening   today   with   interdisciplinary   research  in
synchronously, informing each other the preliminary the field of innovative activity, which a number of
results of participating in the efforts of their scientists are combined under the term innovation .
interdisciplinary interpretation and in some cases to
correct the program of its own studies as a result of CONCLUSION
such working discussions.
Researchers at all stages achieve more accurate and The fundamental principles of systemology
at the same time, the general formulation of the characterizing general methodological properties of
problem, compare and critically evaluate hypotheses system research, as well as supplementary and more
each other and methods of their research verification. detailed principles of integration, unity and coherence,
The results, therefore, are directly integrated. mainstreaming, modeling, functionality, uncertainty,

Summary: One of the conditions for successful solution of methodology of the system as analysis and the theory
of the problems of interdisciplinary research-the direction of complex systems.
of the major organizational effort not so much on the Innovation based on systemology, is becoming more
regulation of research activities, as on facilitating direct and more independent research area as interdisciplinary
communication of all types of researchers and methodology of special type, in which the special science
practitioners and to make this communication maximum retain their independence and specificity, but their
constructive forms. This circumstance is of particular theoretical constructions unite around the system-wide
importance in the training of researchers for the issues of innovation.
conditions of work in an interdisciplinary team. It is about
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